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Security Check 

 
Section 1: Dialogue  

Please read the following dialogue between the security guard and Jim. 

 

Security guard: Before going through the scanner, kindly place your bags and all 
accessories on the tray. 
 
Jim: Yes. 
Security guard: Can you please open your bag? We would like to inspect it.  
 
Jim: Which bag would you like me to open? 
 
Security guard: Kindly open your brown trolley bag. 
 
Jim: Okay, is there a problem? 
 
Security guard: We would just like to make sure you are not caring anything prohibited 
on this flight. 
Jim: Okay. 
 
Security guard: Thank you for your cooperation. 
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Section 2: Useful Expressions 

Please take note of the following useful expressions. 

1. Is there a problem? 
2. Which bag would you like me to open? 
3. Do I have anything in my bag that is prohibited in the cabin? 

 

Section 3: Vocabulary Words/Expressions  

Please read the vocabulary word/expression with its definition and sample sentence. 

Vocabulary/Expression Sample Sentence 
scanner 
[skan-er] 
noun 

I put my bag through the scanner. 

place 
[pleys] 
verb 

I will place my bag on this table. 

accessories 
[ak-ses-uh-ree] 
noun 

Please put all your accessories on the tray. 

inspect 
[in-spekt] 
verb 

We need to inspect your luggage. 

prohibit 
[proh-hib-it] 
verb 

We prohibit children from entering the bar. 

cooperation 
[koh-op-uh-rey-shuh n] 
noun 

We thank you for your cooperation. 
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Section 4: Completing the Conversation Exercise  

Please complete the dialogue using the words from the box below. 

Security guard: Please ______ your bag and all your ___________ on this tray before 
you enter the scanner. 
 
Jim: Yes. 
 
Security guard: Can you please step this way. We need to _____ your bag.  
 
Jim: Which bag would you like me to open? 
 
Security guard: Kindly open your black trolley bag. 
 
Jim: Okay, is there a problem? 
 
Security guard: I don’t think there is a problem. We just need to make sure you are not 
carrying anything that is               ed on this flight. 
 
Jim: Okay. 
 
Security guard: We are glad for your ________. Thank you 
 
cooperation           scanner          accessories          prohibit          inspect        place 
 

 


